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9781839406126
English

7.09 x 9.76 in

Arcturus

JUVENILE
NONFICTION

Age (years) 8 - 12

Distributor: Jaguar
Book Group

Dog Tales
True Stories of Heroic Hounds
by  Penelope Rich, Isabel Muñoz
Sep 01, 2021 Paperback $12.95 CAD

Dogs really are man's best friend - and we can prove it! 

In this uplifting, beautifully illustrated book, readers will discover the incredible true stories of
talented, brave, and daring dogs whose exploits have made them world-famous. These tales of
canine courage, loyalty and intelligence will warm any dog-lovers heart. Over 30 stories are included,
accompanied by delightful full-color illustrations by Isabel Muñoz. 

Find out all about...
• Balto and Togo, who bravely led sleds carrying a life-saving vaccine through the Alaskan wilderness
• Bobbie, who journeyed 2,500 miles from Indiana, to return to his family in Oregon
• Belka and Strelka, the first dogs in space
• Chips, the most decorated war dog of WWII
• ... and so many more!

A fantastic gift for animal-lovers aged 8+.

9781398813472
English

6.02 x 9.21 in

Sirius

GAMES &
ACTIVITIES

Distributor: Jaguar
Book Group

Animal Lover's Wordsearch 
Cat Lover's Wordsearch
More than 100 Themed Puzzles about our Feline Friends
by  Eric Saunders
May 01, 2022 Paperback $13.95 CAD

"When a man loves cats, I am his friend and comrade, without further introduction." -
Mark Twain

The cat lover is in highly esteemed company with famous fans of felines including Mark Twain,
Salvador Dali, and Freddie Mercury. This collection of more than 100 puzzles, all featuring our
beloved feline friends, is the ideal treat for any cat lover.

Inside you will find a variety of themed puzzles on subjects such as cat mascots, cats of mythology,
animated cats, and films featuring cats, as well as excerpts from literature and poetry that feature all
manner of cats. There are also puzzles which focus on specific members of the cat family, from the
well-known big cats such as tigers and lions, to lesser-known felines such as the margay and
Geoffroy's cat. 

You're sure to learn something new about our fascinating and mysterious cat companions!

9781398813465
English

6.02 x 9.21 in

Sirius

PETS

Distributor: Jaguar
Book Group

Animal Lover's Wordsearch 
Dog Lover's Wordsearch
More than 100 Themed Puzzles about our Canine Companions
by  Eric Saunders
May 01, 2022 Paperback $13.95 CAD

The perfect gift for dog lovers who like word puzzles.

Ideal for whiling away the time while travelling, on holiday or relaxing at home.

Wordsearches provide a mental workout and relaxation at the same time.
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9781398826281
English

4.92 x 7.05 in

Sirius

GAMES &
ACTIVITIES

Distributor: Jaguar
Book Group

Puzzles for Animal Lovers 
Dog Lover's Wordsearch
More than 100 Themed Puzzles
by  Eric Saunders
Jul 18, 2023 Paperback $16.95 CAD

"Happiness is a warm puppy." - Charles M. Schulz

Dogs have been our constant companions for many centuries and continue to be important in a
variety of roles from working and assistance dogs, to exercise buddies and beloved playmates.

This fascinating collection of puzzles contains more than 100 puzzles, all focused on our beloved
canine friends. Each puzzle is themed in some way related to dogs, from the best breeds for agility
training and those most suited to first-time owners, to heroic medal winning dogs and working
breeds.

From gentle giants such as the Great Dane to small but spirited pups such as the Yorkshire Terrier,
you'll find them all inside!

• OVER 100 PUZZLES AND SOLUTIONS: This bumper book of puzzles will provide hours of
entertainment.
• EXERCISE YOUR BRAIN: Keep your mind alert by searching for the cunningly hidden words.
• REMOVES STRESS: Let go of all your stress by working through these satisfying puzzles.

ABOUT THE SERIES: The Puzzles for Animal Lovers series is a wonderful celebration of all things
furry, feathered, and otherwise adorable! These themed puzzle books each focus on a different
animal, including canine companions, feline friends and beautiful birds. Complete these puzzles and

9781398826274
English

4.92 x 7.05 in

Sirius

PETS

Distributor: Jaguar
Book Group

Puzzles for Animal Lovers 
Cat Lover's Wordsearch
More than 100 Themed Puzzles
by  Eric Saunders
Jul 04, 2023 Paperback $16.95 CAD

"When a man loves cats, I am his friend and comrade, without further introduction." -
Mark Twain

The cat lover is in highly esteemed company with famous fans of felines including Mark Twain,
Salvador Dali, and Freddie Mercury. This collection of puzzles that all feature our beloved feline
friends is the ideal treat for any cat lover.

Inside you will find a variety of themed puzzles on subjects such as cat mascots, cats of mythology,
animated cats, and films featuring cats, as well as excerpts from literature and poetry that feature all
manner of cats. There are also puzzles which focus on specific members of the cat family, from the
well-known big cats such as tigers and lions, to lesser-known felines such as the margay and
Geoffroy's cat.

You're sure to learn something new about our fascinating and mysterious cat companions as you
solve these delightful puzzles!

• EXERCISE YOUR BRAIN: Keep your mind alert by searching for the cunningly hidden words.
• REMOVES STRESS: Be inspired by our feline friends and let go of all your stress by working through
these satisfying puzzles.

ABOUT THE SERIES: The Puzzles for Animal Lovers series is a wonderful celebration of all things
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